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I am wciting to you in regards to the licensing of Seabrook Nuclear Power
Plant.

I've worked at Seabrook Station for the past 10 years. I came to work

here in the beginning just for a job, it wasn't long before I was working
at the plant because the more I learned about nuclear power and what
Seabrook Station was trying to provide, the more I grew to understand
how we were trying to-provide a better future for our children and their
children.

What is so hard for us that work at Seabrook Station is that for political
reasons and out side interest groups, not because of inadequate construction
of the plant that has caused all the delays in obtaining our license.

We have been singled out for political reasons only, by constantly being ,

against 3eabrook Station this has allowed politicians to remain in the
news day after day, shat better way for thers to keep there names in every
ones mind then to have cov* rage constantly.

The outside interest groups will always be there, but allowing them to
continue to work against us, and having them make a difference is allowing
them to control there own needs through out the country. These groups
have a big interest in not seeing any power plant go on hnu, and as long
as they can icfloenco people and what the facts are they will continue
to try r.nd have o special say in the most important issues this county
will face time and time again. ,

If we as individuals do not try and leave our children a necessary and iciport-
ant necessity for the future then all we try and do for them must be lost,
I ask you is this right when the reason if any we cannot obtain 1 step in
insuring one of these necessities is not because of factural reasons but
because outside influence.

I urge you to give Seabrook Station it's low power license because we have
not only meet all your requirements, but also because we are the safest
Nuclear Power Plant that has ever been built.

Carol L. Hawkes
57 True Rd.
Seabrook, NH 03874
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